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Omni Polymers offers solutions for waste and solutions for recycled raw material to our stakeholders.
We process significant amounts of the society·s plastic waste and supply the manufacturing industry
with quality-assured recycled plastics every year. Therefore, we play a significant role in a sustainable
future using a circular economy and a circular ecology.

Omni Polymers strives to be a leader in environmental sustainability and believes that our success
depends on the health of the environment, communities, and economies in which we operate. We aim
to be climate-neutral, ethical, and hyper-vigilant with regards to environmental issues.

We are committed to minimizing the impact of our operations on the environment, to demonstrating
leadership by integrating environmental considerations into our business practices, and to constantly
strive for improvement by working with ISO 14001:2015, Environmental Management.

Omni Polymers will achieve meaningful results by:

x doing business in a circular fashion;

x protecting the environment through responsible management of operations;

x designing products to reduce their adverse environmental impact in production, use and

disposal;

x reducing resource consumption, waste, and pollution within operations;

x meeting environmental compliance obligations proactively;

x setting targets and objectives, to achieve continual improvement and sustainable

development;

x periodically review the environmental management system and its efficiency;

x maintaining high eco demands on our suppliers, subcontractors, customers and recyclers;

x consider the environmental performance and attributes of products/services when purchasing;

x promote environmental awareness, responsibility, and best practices through employee

engagement such as education, training and other support;

x report annual climate figures and performance to authorities via various company forums.

Our planet·s resources are finite, and as a modern society, we place heavy pressure on our
environment·s ecosystem. Omni Polymers prides itself on building a business that champions fossil-
free, climate-neutral business conduct.
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